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Commodore’s Comments

Don’t forget the annual CCSC January
party.  The party is Saturday, January 28, at 6:30
p.m. at the MacDonald's, 6427 Koffel Court,
Elkridge.  Phone:  410-799-9517.   Do you need
directions to our place?  If so, give us a call.  Please
bring an hors d'ouvre, salad, or dessert to share. 
Everything else will be provided by the club.  No
RSVP necessary, just come!  Also, please bring
your membership dues, which are still $35 for
present members and $45 for new members, which
includes the cost of our club burgee.  If you cannot
attend, please send your membership dues to Ed
Sabin, 1639 Lakewood Rd., Pasadena, MD 21122.

 Here we are in the middle of spring (or so it
feels like!)  Have any of you been out on the water? 
Naturally, it won't last, but perhaps my control of
the weather will carry over 'til REAL sailing time.

We're heading for Costa Rica for 11 days on
the 16th.  Maybe winter will happen then.  We are
looking forward to the January party on the 28th. 

 Does anyone know why boats look so
forlorn on the hard?  The Boat US magazine always
seems to have an article on winterizing AFTER we

have done it.  Hopefully the things we neglected to
do won't be a problem. 

See you at the party! 
Duncan MacDonald

Bald Eagle Report
 

The wetlands area at the source of the Main
Creek part of Bodkin Creek is home to one or more
bald eagles, we are happy to report.  It's pretty
shallow up there, with lots of submerged trees and
mucky mud, but if you have a shallow-draft craft
like a dink, canoe, or kayak, you can see the nest.  It
is silhouetted against the skyline — a large pile of
sticks, similar to but larger than an osprey nest, in a
tall, scraggily pine tree on the left side at the
extreme upper end of Main Creek.  The feds have
thoughtfully put up a new NO HUNTING, BALD
EAGLE NESTING warning sign about 200 yards
down the creek from the nest. 

 We're not sure if an eagle is using the nest
right now, because we have only seen one eagle
rarely this winter.  But last spring we saw them
more often, flying up and down the creek and in the
nest.  They are striking by their size, wingspread,
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and by the flashes of white on their heads and
especially their tails. 
Ed & Robbie Sabin

Fall Cruising, Octavia Style, 2005

As some of you know, we had Octavia on
the hard for five weeks (late August into early
September) waiting for a new strut, which we hoped
would solve a vibration problem.  Having lots of
time, we put three barrier coats on the bottom,
covered them with three coats of bottom paint,
waxed the hull, ordered a new prop shaft, had the
prop pitch and balance corrected, and did lots of
other smaller projects, all the while chomping at the
bit to go sailing. The weather was gorgeous
—perfect for painting OR sailing. We also had a
chance to visit with long-time friends and former
CCSC members at Oak Harbor.

As soon as we returned to Hammock Island,
we planned a two-week sailing trip for early
October.  We would have loved to visit Urbanna
and Onancock, but it was just too late in the season.
Our plan, then, was to let the wind and weather
decide our course.

Our visits to many close and favorite spots
were perfect — Swan Creek, Rhode River (we were
the only boat there, it was so quiet we could hear
cows lowing as the sun set), Knapp Narrows (again
no traffic, just us motoring through), Trippe Creek,
and Oxford for fuel. We kept a close eye on the
weather and decided to head a little north, as rain
was coming.  We went back through Knapp
Narrows (at low tide!) and up Eastern Bay to
Tilghman Creek — our last night of warm, dry
weather. We sat out past sunset watching the
ospreys flying overhead and the herons fishing in
the shallows.  It was so quiet and peaceful.

The next day was on to St. Michaels and
rain. The museum only rents slips to members, so
we are now members! We were again the only boat
there.  All those with reservations canceled,
probably because we had 20-25 knots on the nose in
the slip and tides so high we had to adjust lines at
11:00 p.m. We think the club should make St.
Michaels a destination for a cruise next year. We
can anchor out and take in one boat, tie up at the

bulkhead for the day, and visit the wonderful
museum.

After a couple of days, it was time to head
north again. Three of us motored through Kent
Narrows — a tiny sailboat, Octavia, then a large
powerboat. In retrospect, we should have let the
power boat pass us. As soon as we cleared the
North Channel he took off, and we rocked and
rolled and things below went flying. Not much
wind, so we motored up the Chester River to the
Corsica.   Too early to anchor, so we continued on
to Chestertown. This time there were two of us at
anchor. The sculls were out from the college,
practicing up and down the river — all girls!

The next morning we called a marina to tie
up for the afternoon. The nice young man at the
marina let us tie up at a T-head at no charge and
recommended a restaurant for lunch. Visiting the
town for several hours was fun even in the rain. We
saw the replica of Captain John Smith’s shallop
being built, new restaurants, and restoration of
houses on High Street, with very interesting prices.
Returning to Octavia, we motored down to the
Corsica. Overnight the wind came up, and the next
morning we sailed out and down the Chester River.

As it would happen, we had been talking
about replacing the furling line and put it off a little
too long. We had a very bad over wrap — had to
drop the genny and lash it on deck in 20-25 knots
while hand steering, as the autopilot also
malfunctioned. Swan Creek, here we come again
(for two days), then motor home in the rain. After
12 days, we hated to leave the boat — everything,
but the furling line worked, and it was comfortable
and dry inside.

The following week we headed out for four
days, but again came home early due to rain.
Sailing against the tide for five hours from Bodkin
Creek to anchor in the Sassafras River was thrilling.
We anchored near Turner Creek and had one boat
snuggle up to us.  NOAA called for high winds the
next morning.  We found three to seven knots and
just motored home. And by the way, the new furling
line worked like a charm!
Hank and Jan Zerhusen
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Redeeming Voyage

For those of you who haven’t tried it,
chartering a yacht on foreign seas can be a blast.
Much depends on your attitude toward dealing with
the unknown, but we’re all sailors here, so I’ll take
a ‘can do’ attitude as a given. Six years ago, when
my husband, then 16-year-old daughter, and I
decided to take a trip to Greece, I got the bright idea
of spending eight days of our 15-day trip sailing the
Peloponnesian Islands on a chartered Atlantic 44.
Because we hadn’t been there before, we did hire a
captain, another potential pitfall that worked out
well for us.

The beginning of our trip was a bit rocky —
Air France first bumped us from our confirmed
flight from Dulles to Paris after our ride to the
airport had long since departed! We were based in
Pittsburgh at the time, so we didn’t have very many
options. We shamed the airline into comping our
hotel for the night and finally departed the US 24
hours late.  On arrival at Charles De Gaulle in Paris,
jetlagged at 6:00 a.m. local time, we sought out the
Air France counter to get our boarding passes for a
connecting flight to Athens and were ill-treated by
the attendant. We were eventually rewarded with
boarding passes — not on an Air France flight, but
on something called ‘Comet Plus’, a Spanish
carrier. It turns out that the Air France pilots had
gone on strike while we were en route, causing the
delay (due to work slow down) and the confusion in
Paris (they didn’t want to tell us that they didn’t
have a flight for us).

The arrangement with Comet Plus turned
out to be the last Air France-sponsored flight out of
Paris for four days. The Spanish crew was lovely
and the flight uneventful, except that our luggage
failed to arrive with us in Athens. A mob scene at
the customer-care center was gradually defused as
the Greeks patiently guided us through all the forms
and affidavits required for them to find, identify,
and recover our bags. As we had booked a four-day
bus tour of the central plains departing the next
morning, we gave the names of both the hotel we
were departing from and where we would be
staying when we returned to Athens before picking
up our yacht.

We were dismayed to have to leave Athens
with just what we arrived with: a single carry-on
bag containing a change of underwear (dirty,
because we had used it on our unscheduled layover
in DC), an assortment of reading material, a few
essential hygiene items, and wet bathing suits
(again, used in DC), plus the clothes on our backs
(shorts and T-shirts).  Our tour was marvelous, even
though we had to purchase acceptable clothing
(skirts and long sleeved blouses for the ladies, long
pants for my husband) in order to gain access to the
monasteries we had taken the tour to see.

On our return to Athens, we were greeted by
the concierge with a broad smile as he presented us
with our bags, intact and sporting Lufthansa tags.
We were ecstatic not to have to rinse our dainties
out in the sink that night, enthusiastically retiring
our much traveled outfits and donning dressy
clothes for a gala dinner at the rooftop-garden
restaurant.

After all the inconveniences, we were
justifiably apprehensive about how the seaborne
portion of our vacation was going to play out, but
gamely boarded a cab for the marina the next
morning. Everything seemed to be fine until we
were told that we had to have some sort of official
documentation that we ‘should’ have had approved
two weeks beforehand! We were dumbfounded! I
had repeatedly asked about all of the requirements
and diligently jumped every hurdle well in advance
— this came out of left field. I called the charter
company for help and was told that this was to be
expected — a $50 ‘gratuity’ to the harbormaster
would ensure that we would be cleared to cast off.

After dispensing with the official shake-
down, we finally boarded our yacht, shook hands
with Captain Giorgios, dressed in crisp khaki shorts,
T-shirt with the charter company logo, and deck
shoes. We spent about an hour inventorying
supplies (we had specified the provisions to be
purchased and put aboard ahead of time), selected
our accommodations, stowed our gear (the long-lost
bags being relieved of swim gear, shorts, sunscreen,
and little else for the duration) and cast off. Within
half an hour of clearing the port, everyone aboard
had stripped to swimsuits, which was the uniform of
the day from then on.
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Giorgios, having realized that we just
wanted to sail and enjoy his beautiful country,
relaxed, started teaching us rudimentary Greek, and
engaged in a good-natured competition with me to
see who got to make the coffee in the morning. If
Giorgios won, it was Greek coffee —thick, strong,
and sweet in demitasses; if I won, it was American
style and copious.

Except for John and Erika managing to crisp
themselves in the Mediterranean sun, the voyage
was unmarred by misfortune. We sailed all day
most days, tucking into various harbors each night
and doing the anchor chain ballet each morning.
The tiny harbors are packed each night — every
boat drops a hook in the center of the harbor and
backs up to either the wharf or between the bows of
the boats already moored, sometimes rafting up to
five boats out from the wharf!

If you are a late-comer, you (quietly)
traverse the decks of the inner boats to get to the
shore. If you are fortunate (?) enough to arrive
early, you have a constant parade of people tip-
toeing down your craft. And I DO mean constant —
night-life in Greece gets under way no earlier than
9:00 p.m., and they party hardy into the wee hours.
That means, of course, that getting under way in the
morning is a leisurely task — always involving up
to an hour of shuffling boats (letting early birds out
is an understood courtesy) and doing what I called
the ‘anchor chain ballet,’ as departing craft carefully
maneuver in intricate figures in attempts to untangle
their anchor chains.

Having Giorgios was such a boon — in
addition to dealing with officialdom in each port, he
knew all the best places for locals to eat, he took us
to church on Sunday, showed us out-of-the-way
places to snorkel, and gave us the low-down on
each island we visited.  He was more than worth the
price of his hire.

Our week of island hopping was wonderful,
relaxing, eye-opening, and way too short.  Lessons
learned include:  try to work directly through the
captain, and not a charter company — s/he will
arrange for and provision the boat for you at
considerably less expense; overcome the image of
the ‘ugly American’ — most of the captains we met
had real horror stories about demanding,
unreasonable, inflexible, spoiled clients from the

States; be friendly, patient, and try to learn the
rudiments of the language; eat at the places your
captain eats, the food will be authentic, plentiful,
delicious, and inexpensive; and, as always, when in
Rome (or Athens)…
Linda Jensen

Interesting Tidbits

[From the Grotz’s other sailing club, here
are some tidbits you may find interesting.]

As we all know, if we have been to a marine
store to checkout a chart that we needed, charts are
not cheap. Perhaps the following will solve that
problem. NOAA has recently released a lot of
charts of the Chesapeake
B a y  r e g i o n  i n
downloadable booklet
chart form.  All you need
is Adobe Acrobat Reader
6.0 or later, a color
printer, and a stapler to
create one of the booklets.  It should be noted that
you should have either a DSL or cable connection,
since the size of the files is large. The booklets are
complete with the charts of the area and with all the
chart notes and the notice-to-mariners correction
status. The web address for the NOAA Booklet
Charts is http://nauticalcharts.gov/bookletcharts.

If you use Verizon as your cell phone
provider and run into an area where you only have
one or possibly two bars of signal strength, try this:
Enter *228 then press the send key.  It will give you
two options. Choose option #2, and let it do its
thing. According to Verizon, it teaches the towers
where the cell phone is. Who knows, it might just
help, and it’s FREE.
Bob Pulyer submitted by Art and Sue Grotz

 THANKS TO ALL WHO HAVE CONTRIBUTED TO THIS AND PAST

ISSUES OF THE HORNPIPE.  WE HAVE FOUND THESE STORIES MOST

ENTERTAINING.  WITHOUT YOUR STORIES AND INFORMATIVE ARTICLES,
HOWEVER, WE WILL HAVE VERY LITTLE TO REPORT IN OUR UPCOMING

NEWSLETTERS; SO PLEASE KEEP SENDING IN YOUR ARTICLES.


